
PSHE
RSE

Personal, social, health, 

relationships and sex education



RSE and health

Since 2020, it has become compulsory for primary schools to teach 
relationships and health education. According to government guidance, 
there is no right to withdraw your child from relationships or health 
education. We have highlighted the parts in yellow which you are able to 
withdraw your child from in each year if necessary. 



RSE and health

You do have a right to withdraw your child from any sex education which 
falls outside of the criteria of the Science curriculum. However, withdrawal is 
not advised due to the following reasons:

- There is no guarantee that the children will not get this information from 
their peers, it is best that it comes first hand through the teacher, rather 
than second hand.

- The child may feel excluded.

- These children are preparing for high school.



How the RSE and health curriculum is 
structured
From Reception to Year 6, children will learn about RSE and health via 6 
categories:

- My feelings

- My body

- My relationships

- My beliefs

- My rights and responsibilities

- Asking for help





Lesson 1: My Feelings

Objectives

- To identify comfortable and uncomfortable feelings

- To be able to describing feelings

- To be able to manage uncomfortable feelings

Key vocabulary: feelings, comfortable, uncomfortable

Key images/resources: children will be exposed to pictures of faces portraying 
different emotions/feelings

Examples of uncomfortable feelings include sadness, worry, anger and 
embarrassment. 





Lesson 2: My Body

Objectives

- To identify ways to keep clean

- To know when it is important to wash hands

- To know how to wash hands correctly

Key vocabulary: hygiene 

Key images/resources: diagrams of hand washing





Lesson 3: My Relationships

Objectives

- Knowing that some people are the same and some are different

- Knowing that everyone should be OK to be themselves

Key vocabulary: same, similar, different

Key images/resources: a selection of toys

Differences include ‘girls’ and ‘boys’ toys and different things that children enjoy 
doing.





Lesson 4: My Beliefs

Objectives

- Understanding and learning about likes and dislikes

- Listening to opinions in order to make decisions

Key vocabulary: like, dislike, difficult

Key images/resources: none



Lesson 5: My rights and responsibilities

Objectives

- To know what private means

- To know that some things are done in private

- To know that sometimes, people need privacy

Key vocabulary: private

Key images/resources: public and private areas

In this lesson, children will be taught that there are some things that should be done 
in privacy such as: going to the toilet, bathing, picking nose and touching your 
private parts.





Lesson 6: Asking for help

Objective

- To know the people that are special to me

- To know what makes people special to each other

- To know how special people look after each other

Key vocabulary: special

Key images/resources: flower template to decorate for a special person.

Special people are considered to be the people that take care of us and 
consider our feelings. 







Lesson 1: My Feelings

Objectives

- To be able to describe feelings

- To understand that people may react differently to their feelings

- To know that feelings are okay but some behaviours are not

- Key vocabulary: emotions, feelings

- Key images/resources: faces with different emotions





Lesson 2: My Body

Objectives

- To correctly name parts of the body

- To know the names of the female and male private parts

Key vocabulary: penis, vulva

Key images/resources: body part labels, cartoon pictures of a male and female child 
(in underwear), genitalia of a cartoon baby

Although children seem young to be learning this scientific terminology, knowing 
the correct terminology is crucial in enabling the disclosure of sexual abuse.







Lesson 3: My Relationships

Objectives

- To be able to listen to other people

- To know how to communicate effectively

- To know ways to resolve a disagreement

Key vocabulary: communication

Key images/resources: images of conflicts to resolve





Lesson 4: My Beliefs

Objectives

- To know that not everyone is the same

- To celebrate differences and not see differences as a bad thing

Key vocabulary: similarities, differences

Key images/resources: none

Differences include hair colour, disability, beliefs, language spoken, abilities and 
anything that may come up from class discussion about themselves



Lesson 5: My rights and responsibilities 

Objectives

- To know how diseases spread

- To know how to protect myself and others from diseases

Key vocabulary: disease, bacteria

Key images/resources: images of poorly people, images of preventing 
spreading, images of bacteria





Lesson 6: Asking for Help

Objective

- To know the people that can help look after me

- To identify people that I can ask for help 

- To know that asking for help is okay 

Key vocabulary: problem, help

Key images/resources: pictures of people that could help (teacher, doctor, 
police etc.)







Lesson 1: My Feelings

Objectives

- To know about self-esteem 

- Recognising and celebrating my strengths 

- To know what goals are

Key vocabulary: self-esteem

Key images/resources: none



Lesson 2: My Body

Objectives

- To know how a baby grows

- To know how I have grown and changed

- To know how I might change as I get older

Key vocabulary: vagina

Key images/resources: foetal development cards

Children do not learn how the baby is made or born.





Lesson 3: My Relationships

Objectives

- To know what bullying is

- To know how bullying can make someone feel

- To know what to do if I am bullied or see someone else being bullied

Key vocabulary: bullying

Key images/resources: none



Lesson 4: My Beliefs

Objectives

- To know that I am unique and special

- To know that there are different types of families

- To not feel pressure to be different

Key vocabulary: unique

Key images/resources: family tree

The different types of families covered will depend of the family situations in class at that 
time. This is important as some children are looked after by relatives other than their 
parents, are looked after or adopted or some may live with only their mum or dad.





Lesson 5: My rights and responsibilities

Objectives

- To know that there are different types of touch

- To understand that people need personal space

- To understand that some touches are unsafe and to know how to respond to these

Key vocabulary: personal space, privacy

Key images/resources: cartoon unclothed child

This lesson teaches children about who is allowed to touch certain areas of their 
bodies and when this is okay.





Lesson 6: Asking for Help

Objectives

- To know what a secret is compared to a surprise

- To know that some secrets shouldn’t be kept

Key vocabulary: secret, surprise

Key images/resources: share or keep the secret cards

This lesson teaches children that a surprise is a secret that will eventually be 
shared and that a secret can be uncomfortable to keep.







Lesson 1: My Feelings

Objectives

- To understand the term self-esteem and know that it is important to have 
high self-esteem

- To recognise my strengths

- To set aspirational personal goals

Key vocabulary: aspiration, compliment, self-esteem

Key images/resources: certificate, body outline





Lesson 2: My Body
Objectives

- To know how my body might change as I grow

- To be able to celebrate people’s physical uniqueness

- To know how to keep my body clean

- Key vocabulary: hygiene

- Key images/resources: hand washing guide, characters to guess ages

Body changes refers to how you may look as you age, a game will be played where 
the children will guess people’s ages. Physical differences include disability, height, 
skin colour, hair colour and anything else that the children see fit to mention. 





Lesson 3: My Relationships

Objectives

- To know what a relationship is and the different types of relationship

- To identify my relationships

- To think about how people show each other they care for each other

Key vocabulary: relationship

Key images/resources: spinner wheel with characters

Types of relationship will include any family relations, pets, friends, marriage and 
whatever else the children come up with. 





Lesson 4: My Beliefs

Objectives

- To understand that people believe that girls and boys should behave certain ways

- To recognise that boys and girls have lots of similarities

- To know that I can follow my aspirations regardless of gender

Key vocabulary: gender, stereotype

Key images/resources: images of boys and girls in the media and how they are 
portrayed



Lesson 5: My rights and responsibilities

Objectives

- To know that it is my right to decide who can touch my body

- To think about the reasons some people may need to touch my body

- To know how to respond if someone touches my body without permission

Key vocabulary: penis, testicles, vulva, vagina

Key images/resources: body parts with labels

It is important to teach that any unwanted touch that makes someone feel 
uncomfortable is responded to, not just inappropriate touching of the genitalia. 





Lesson 6: Asking for Help 

Objectives

- To understand the difference between secrets and surprises

- To know that secrets shouldn’t be kept

- To consider ways to share a secret appropriately 

Key vocabulary: none

Key images/resources: none





Lesson 1: My Feelings

Objectives

- To recognise a range of emotions 

- To consider strategies to help manage emotions

- To think of ways to recognise and respond to other people’s emotions

Key vocabulary: emotions, empathy

Key images/resources: scenario cards





Lesson 2: My Body

Objectives

- To know how a baby develops

- To know how a baby is born 

- To understand how my body has changed and how it will continue to change 
(puberty predictions)

Key vocabulary: foetus, puberty

Key images/resources: tape measure, I started as an egg worksheet

This lesson does not address conception. Children will learn about how they change 
from a foetus to puberty.





Lesson 3: My Relationships

Objectives

- To recognise that some things can be done in public and some should be done in 
private

- To think about different types of touch within relationships and how to respond

- To think about types of behaviour in relationships and how to respond 

Key vocabulary: public, private

Key images/resources:  scenarios (public and private)







Lesson 4: My Beliefs

Objectives

- To know that everyone has similarities and differences

- To think about how my family are unique

- To identify things that are unique about me and to celebrate these

Key vocabulary: similar, different, identity

Key images/resources: internal and external identity labels

Differences may include difference experiences, gender, favourite things, different 
family situations and anything else that the children suggest if appropriate





Lesson 5: My rights and responsibilities

Objectives

- To understand what marriage is

- To understand why some people do not wish to get married

- To know that marriage should always be a choice

Key vocabulary: marriage, arranged marriage, forced marriage

Key images/resources: wanted poster





Lesson 6: Asking or Help 

Objectives

- To recognise situations that I will need help managing

- To know who to ask for help if needed

Key vocabulary: peer pressure

Key images/resources: board game





Lesson 1: My feelings

Objectives

- To understand how puberty may affect my emotions

- To consider how my changing emotions may affect me

- To know how to respond to overwhelming emotions

Key vocabulary: puberty

Key images/resources: none



Lesson 2: My Body

Objectives

- To know how both the male and female bodies can be affected by puberty

- To think about how these changes might make people feel about 
themselves

Key vocabulary: puberty, penis, erection, wet dream, period, menstruation, 
vagina

Key images/resources: cartoon images of puberty changes, cartoon diagrams 
of female and male parts 









Lesson 3: My Relationships

Objectives:

- To identify the relationships that I am in

- To recognise healthy and unhealthy relationships and how this can make 
me feel

- To recognise the skills to respond to an unhealthy relationship

Key vocabulary: relationship

Key images/resources: none



Lesson 4: My Beliefs

Objectives

- To know the terms associated with gender identity and sexual orientation

- To know that using these terms to bully someone is unacceptable

- To consider ways to respond to identity bulling

Key vocabulary: gender, sex, intersex, transgender, gay, lesbian

Key images/resources: terminology cards





Lesson 5: My rights and responsibilities

Objectives

- To identify personal information that is shared online

- To understand how quickly information and photos can be shared online

- To know that I have a responsibility not to share my own or others’ photos 
online

Key vocabulary: personal information

Key images/resources: none



Lesson 6: Asking for help

Objectives

- To know that the internet can contain images and information that I find 
upsetting

- To understand that people can be upset by different things

- To feel confident to talk to a trusted adult about something that I found online

Key vocabulary: online

Key images/resources: emotion cards







Lesson 1: My Feelings

Objectives

- To recognise that images in the media do not always reflect reality

- To understand that media images can have a negative impact  on how 
people feel about themselves

- To consider ways to feel positive about myself

Key vocabulary: body image

Key images/resources: barbie/ken doll 



Lesson 2: My Body

Objectives

- To name the sexual organs of a man and a woman

- To understand what sexual intercourse is

- To understand how sexual intercourse can lead to reproduction

Key vocabulary: sexual intercourse, conception

Key images/resources: male and female organs, conception cars, vocabulary 
cards









Lesson 3: My Relationships

Objectives

- To know the correct terms to describe gender and sexuality

- To know that treating someone as ‘wrong’ because of their gender or 
sexuality can constitute as homophobic, biphobic or transphobic bullying

- To consider appropriate ways to communicate about gender and sexuality

Key vocabulary: homophobic, biphobic, transphobic, gay, lesbian, bisexual

Key images/resources: vocabulary cards





Lesson 4: My Beliefs

Objectives

- To know that the cultural practise of FGM is against British law

- To know that FGM is abuse and a crime

- To know how to support a friend who may be at risk of FGM

Key vocabulary: vulva, clitoris, circumcision, female genital mutilation

Key images/resources: vocab cards, FGM truth and myth cards





Lesson 5: My rights and responsibilities

Objectives

- To know that infections can be spread during sexual intercourse

- To know that infections are spread easily

- To know how to protect against diseases

Key vocabulary: infection, STI, condom

Key images/resources: infection true or false, condom





Lesson 6: Asking for help

Objectives

- To consider a range of problems that may affect people of my age

- To identify sources of help, advice and support

- To feel confident to ask for help 

Key vocabulary: problems, support, help, trust

Key images/resources: none


